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the globe, we behold the present and the past reciprocally 
incorporated, as it were, with one another; for the domain 
of nature is like that of languages, in which etymological 
research reveals a successive development.” Just as language 
reveals to the linguist a long history of linguistic evolution, 
so does the face of nature speak, like a language, of its own 
past, “reciprocally incorporated” into the present, which 
as Lyell recognized itself bespeaks the very mechanisms of 
change.22 

In this deepening narrative of origins, Humboldt 
links up the dispersal and diversifi cation of languages and 
cultures with geological time, the upthrust of continents 
and mountains, the draining of valleys, the formation of 
deserts, all the way back to the fi rst formation of rocks 
and landforms by volcanic activity. Wherever Humboldt 

freedom of feeling.”21

To the physical scientist, the face of nature is superfi cial 
and shallow, a mask that, like Ahab, he must strike through 
to reach the hidden truth. But for Humboldt the face of 
nature did not hide but revealed the depths within. Th ose 
depths were temporal, for all objects encode their past: 
“We cannot form a just conception of their nature without 
looking back on the mode of their formation.” Th is is most 
obvious in the case of sedimentary rocks, which, laid down 
in successive ages, entomb the remains of organic worlds 
long since destroyed: “Th e diff erent superimposed strata 
thus display to us the faunas and fl oras of diff erent epochs.” 
Th e notion that one could “read” strata like the leaves of a 
book was already a commonplace, but Humboldt’s notion 
is rather diff erent: “In tracing the physical delineation of 
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the universe. And while no one was more fascinated by 
the marvelous, Humboldt wanted his marvels to be real, 
not isolated pointless curiosities but causally connected 
to the great whole: a man who gives milk, a people who 
can live on dirt, Amazon warriors, eels that electrify their 
prey, all were woven into his causal narrative, “accidental 
individualities” that yet evidenced something important. 
He applied the same standards to historical questions: Had 
this valley once been a lake? Had these fossil seashells high 
in the Andes been deposited on the ocean fl oor? Had the 
Indians of the Americas migrated from Asia? Th e standards 
of science constrained his conclusions, and he took care 
to make those constraints visible: yes, I think so, and here 
are the reasons why. Constrained, then, by truthfulness, 
he nevertheless assumed the freedom to tell his narrative 
in his own distinctive way, and his frequent self-conscious 
refl ections on the way he is constructing his narrative show 
he understood his alliance with poiesis: truth is made, not 
transcribed. And this includes the scientist.

As Trouillot points out, no one actually remembers 
history, for no one living now experienced it: “the collective 
subjects who supposedly remember did not exist as such 
at the time of the events they claim to remember.” Sadly, 
no one can really remember the Alamo, or Wounded 
Knee, or slavery, and soon, no one will remember the 
Holocaust. What we do remember is what we were told: 
we believe Columbus discovered America because that is 
the narrative we hear from childhood onward. Insofar as 
we all do believe that narrative, we constitute ourselves as a 
collectivity, a people who share a common past and identity 
and sentiment of destiny. As Trouillot continues, “the past” 
is thus a creation of the present, and “their constitution as 
subjects goes hand in hand with the continuous creation 
of the past. As such, they do not succeed such a past: they 
are its contemporaries.”25

If Trouillot is correct, then the writing of the past is not 
innocent: it has tremendous consequences. If resurrecting 
the ancient word “Cosmos” was calculated to make the 
concept of Cosmos thinkable, actionable–real—then 
telling the history of Cosmos was another calculated 
intervention. Th e Cartesian dualism that separates spirit 
from body, mind from matter, humans from nature, was in 
Humboldt’s day as now so dominant as to seem intuitive 
and inevitable. Humboldt’s history, though, integrates mind 
and material nature by showing how humans and nature 
together create the Cosmos. In eff ect, Humboldt is trying 
to rewrite history as ecological history—or as historical 
ecology. If science had thrown out history, as Boas would 
argue, Humboldt would put it back. How we tell our story 
about nature constitutes who we are as a people. If we 
tell it as dualistic, violent, and exploitative, we revalidate 

looked, whatever he looked at, he saw spatial patterns of 
distribution and change pointing back in an unbroken 
continuum through human history to the deep geological 
and even deeper astronomical past. Th is was the lesson he 
urged across the pages of his last volumes. All this could 
be “read” in the present by those who knew the language 
of nature, that most ancient of storytellers. Th e face of the 
land told its own story, its features “animate the scenery 
by the associations of the past which they awaken, acting 
upon the imagination of the enlightened observer like 
traditional records of an earlier world. Th eir form is their 
history.”23 

Wilhelm had seen his historical method as a logical 
extension of his brother’s scientifi c method. Now Alexander 
turns the tables by calling his own method a kind of 
“historical composition,” citing his brother Wilhelm. 
Where the physical scientist can discount “accidental 
individualities, and the essential variations of the actual” 
in his attempt to reduce all to a “rational foundation,” 
the historian/cosmographer must turn to and treasure 
exactly those individualities and variations, as Boas had 
recognized. But there is yet another dimension to the telling 
of history: it is, in Humboldt’s word, a “composition,” not 
a transparent transcription of Truth but a selection made 
from a particular and necessarily limited point of view. As 
Humboldt realized in his moment of bedazzled frustration 
on the sides of Teneriff e’s volcano, what lies around us is 
a jumbled chaos of apparently isolated facts. Some facts 
and connections are easy to see, others are cryptic or 
obscured, others still are lost forever and cannot be traced. 
None of them assemble themselves into a narrative in any 
obvious way: this is the work of the teller of stories. As the 
historian Michel-Rolph Trouillot observes, “history” has in 
this sense a double meaning: “In vernacular use, history 
means both the facts of the matter and a narrative of those 
facts, both ‘what happened’ and ‘that which is said to have 
happened.’”24 Human beings, not nature, write histories, 
and human authors cannot simply transcribe revolutions–
planetary or political–onto the page. Th ey must select, 
foregrounding some elements, silencing others, teasing out 
of the chaos a meaningful pattern, a causal narrative.

If histories are “compositions,” does this mean they 
are fabrications, mere fi ctions? As Trouillot points out, 
this claim itself has a long history, but Humboldt would 
have rejected it. He required his cosmography to follow 
strict rules of evidence: just as landscape artists should not 
make up fantastic or stereotyped plants but portray real 
ones, so must the cosmographer be constrained by truth. 
Not everything his correspondents sent him went into 
Cosmos, only what Humboldt judged would deepen and 
refi ne our understanding of the causal interconnectivity of 
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are heard to say, ‘I will not give you the mule whose step is 
the easiest, but him who reasons best;’ la mas racional. Th is 
popular expression, dictated by long experience, combats 
the system of animated machines, better perhaps than the 
arguments of speculative philosophy.”27 

Where humans believe themselves to be separate from 
or above nature, Humboldt constantly uses metaphors of 
permeation: “the mind is penetrated by the grandeur of 
nature”; natural scenery leaves an “impression” on the mind; 
the physical world “is refl ected on the inner susceptible 
world of the mind,” in a “mysterious communion with 
the spiritual life of man”; the physical “infl uences” the 
moral world, in “a mysterious reaction of the sensuous on 
the ideal”; clarity and serenity of mind “correspond with 
the transparency of the surrounding atmosphere”; we are 
“moved” with emotion; majestic scenes of nature “mingle 
with all our feelings of what is grand and beautiful.” Th e 
body of the world has stolen through our senses into the 
deepest recesses of our mind, where it shapes our thought 
and language at the most fundamental level.28 

Th e variety of landscapes and seascapes under every-
varying clouds opens the imagination’s creative powers in 
a free play of mind: “Impressions change with the varying 
movements of the mind, and we are led by a happy illusion 
to believe that we receive from the external world that with 
which we have ourselves invested it.” In Coleridge this 
insight provoked a mood of despair: “O Lady! we receive 
but what we give, / And in our life alone does Nature live.” 
But this is not quite what Humboldt is saying. Where 
Coleridge collapses nature into mind, imprisons himself in 
an unhappy illusion that all nature is no more than a screen 
on which he projects his despairs and desires, Humboldt 
escapes this trap by insisting on diff erence, on the very fact 
that nature is not human. It is that very independence that 
allows nature to “impress” us so deeply. Only diff erence can 
“impress,” like the bite of the printers’ plate pressing the 
receptive paper. Humboldt’s mentor Georg Forster put it 
this way, in recalling their travels on the Rhine: “the object, 
whatever it may be, that exists without the cooperation of 
man, that is, and was, and ever will be independent of him, 
impresses itself deeply upon the mind with a clear and 
sharply defi ned image.” In some moods Humboldt found 
this power, this diff erence, shading into an indiff erence 
to the human. When he turned away from the tombs of 
the extinct Atures Indians, his dark thoughts gave him 
a curious kind of hope: “Yet when every emanation of 
the human mind has faded–when in the storms of time 
the monuments of man’s creative art are scattered to the 
dust–an ever new life springs from the bosom of the earth. 
Unceasingly prolifi c nature unfolds her germs,–regardless 
though sinful man, ever at war with himself, tramples 

those qualities as our essential truth. But if we can learn to 
tell it as integrated, cooperative, and sustainable, we will 
advance our rough-edged and imperfect civilization to a 
higher level.26

In Humboldt’s experience, the edges were rough 
indeed: he lived with warfare, reactionary politics, stark 
exploitation and brutal inequalities, even as he had grown 
up with utopian ideals of peace, liberty, equality and 
cosmopolitan brotherhood. He pours those ideals into 
his telling of the Cosmos: “Nature is a free domain,” he 
asserts, and “the view of nature ought to be grand and free, 
uninfl uenced by motives of proximity, social sympathy, 
or relative utility”–it must start, in other words, from the 
viewpoint of the stars and the planet earth, not our petty 
“human interests.” Where humans constrain and limit, 
that which is most wild is most free, like the capirote, 
“which no eff ort has been able to tame, so sacred to his 
soul is liberty.” In a society that assumes–as we still do–that 
only humans speak while nature is silent, Humboldt revels 
in the voices of nature, whether the heartrending song of 
the capirote, the raucous jungle chorus that awakes him at 
night, or the silence that only seems: 

Yet, amid this apparent silence, when we lend an 
attentive ear to the most feeble sounds transmitted 
by the air, we hear a dull vibration, a continual 
murmur, a hum of insects, that fi ll . . . all the 
lower strata of the air. Nothing is better fi tted to 
make man feel the extent and power of organic 
life. Myriads of insects creep upon the soil, and 
fl utter round the plants parched by the ardour of 
the Sun. A confused noise issues from every bush, 
from the decayed trunks of trees, from the clefts of 
the rock, and from the ground undermined by the 
lizards, millepedes, and cecilias. Th ese are so many 
voices proclaiming to us, that all nature breathes; 
and that, under a thousand diff erent forms, life is 
diff used throughout the cracked and dusty soil, as 
well as in the bosom of the waters, and in the air 
that circulates around us.

To those who deny animals intelligence or even agency, as 
if they were no more than wound-up machines, Humboldt 
depicts the deep intelligence of mules: “When the mules 
feel themselves in danger, they stop, turning their heads 
to the right and to the left; the motion of their ears seems 
to indicate, that they refl ect on the decision they ought 
to take. Th eir resolution is slow, but always just, if it be 
free; that is to say, if it be not crossed or hastened by the 
imprudence of the traveller.” Th e mule-drivers, unconfused 
by metaphysics, know this well: “Th us the mountaineers 
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to a rational understanding; it is mind directed toward 
nature.” One simply cannot take mind out of the scientifi c 
equation. Th e external world exists for us only in the image 
refl ected to mind by the senses, and so, “as intelligence 
and forms of speech, thought and its verbal symbols, are 
united by secret and indissoluble links, so does the external 
world blend unconsciously to ourselves with our ideas and 
feelings.”31 

Humboldt has returned here to his analogy with 
language: thought is to language as mind is to nature. 
Language both interprets thought and paints the objects 
of the world, mediating intellect and nature. At the same 
time, “it reacts . . . upon thought, and animates it, as it 
were, with the breath of life. It is this mutual reaction which 
makes words more than mere signs and forms of thought.” 
Words push back on wordless thought, animating it with 
unexpected energies; nature too pushes back on mind, 
enabling and limiting it, shaping and “animating” it even as 
we invest it with qualities that we then imagine were there 
all along. Th e process is recursive, reactive, reciprocal–as 
Charles Sanders Peirce would discover when he put down 
his Humboldt and took up semiotics. Humboldt’s point 
is simpler: thought, feelings, language, nature, are all 
inseparable. Language is the medium of thought, as nature 
is the medium of mind. Th e teller is part of tale she tells, 
a truth from which the scientist is not exempt. We are 
all standing on Humboldt’s bridge, fi shing into the gulf 
below, casting thought into words, casting words out into 
the world and reeling back what they have captured, even 
if it is only, as Th oreau says, “some horned pout squeaking 
and squirming to the upper air.” Humboldt himself, rather 
less poetically, recruits a phrase from his nemesis Hegel: 
“‘External phenomena . . . are in some degree translated 
in our inner representations.’” Or as Humboldt continues, 
“Th e objective world, conceived and refl ected within 
us by thought, is subjected to the eternal and necessary 
conditions of our intellectual being.” Science might cast 
out subjectivity in its search for truth, but cosmology 
would bridge and build exactly on the abyss that science 
had created.32

Humboldt felt he had not fi nished this work–had 
really only begun, off ering “a fi rst imperfect attempt” 
that would incite rather than satisfy. But he did hope that 
his science of the Cosmos would someday unite “both 
spheres of the one cosmos–the external world, perceived 

beneath his foot the ripening fruit!”29

By asserting that nature is independent of humans in 
a diff erence that is profoundly generative, Humboldt is 
trying to bridge the impasse reached by Kant, who had 
deepened the Cartesian dualism of mind and nature into 
an unbridgeable abyss by arguing that the non-human or 
“noumenal” world could never be reached or conceived. 
We could see only its phenomenal shadow, the mask, 
what little was open to the human senses. As Margarita 
Bowen details, Humboldt bridged this Kantian impasse by 
showing how humans developed their concepts over time, 
in a historical process by which they “are generated, tested 
and incorporated into the sphere of ideas.” Th rough this 
historical process, ideas forged in the crucible of physical 
nature made the world of thought part of the process of 
nature. As Bowen observes, Humboldt sees the very gulf 
between mind and nature “as the locus of the sciences.”30

We are back, many pages later, standing on Humboldt’s 
bridge, spanning the gulf between mind and nature. 
Humboldt wrote that while nature may be opposed to 
intellect, “as if the latter were not comprised within the 
limits of the former,” and while nature may be opposed 
to art “when the latter is defi ned as a manifestation of 
the intellectual power of man,” these “contrasts,” though 
refl ected “in most cultivated languages,” must not be 
allowed to stand. We must not “separate the sphere of nature 
from that of mind, since such a separation would reduce 
the physical sciences of the world to a mere aggregation of 
empirical specialties.” Th is was the very point at which Boas 
felt science had in fact arrived, by 1887: fragmentation into 
a variety of scientifi c specialties had abandoned the crucial 
problem of their union, which to Boas was not reductive 
but perceptual: we see that nature forms a whole, though 
science in its fragmentation no longer allows us ways to 
approach that sense of wholeness. Boas’s solution was to 
resurrect Humboldt’ “cosmography” because Humboldt 
started from the very perspective that science had eliminated 
in order to professionalize and specialize: the subjectivity 
of the observer. Humboldt thus ran exactly counter to 
the developing ideology of science, the objectivity which 

sought to purify science by removing subjectivity altogether. 
Ironically, in Humboldt’s view, eliminating subjectivity to 
render nature as pure object actually rendered true science 
impossible: “Science begins where the mind takes hold of 
matter and attempts to subject the mass of experiences 

In a society that assumes–as we still do–that only humans speak while nature is silent, 
Humboldt revels in the voices of nature...
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We might not–as Humboldt refl ected when he turned 
away from the graves of the vanished Atures. Th e Cosmos 
off ers no guarantees. What humans have helped build, they 
may wholly destroy. High in the Andes, in the privacy of his 
journal, Humboldt felt a moment of despair: “Mountains 
of the moon and of Venus! When will we undertake that 
journey, propagating our culture over other planets–that 
is, our combination of vices and prejudices–devastating 
them as the Europeans have depopulated and sacked 
both Indies?”34 Cosmos was not an accomplishment but a 
prospect–a viewpoint from which Humboldt could sustain 
a critique of a Western civilization that had, for good or 
ill, inherited the legacies of hundreds of nations across the 
millennia of cosmic progress. To reach that prospect, the 
Cosmos needed every one of Humboldt’s many readers.
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